
How people are being controlled even if they are not aware 

of being controlled... 

There have been reports about “skyborg” and “skynet” recently as being systems which can 

influence, control, or even kill people one at a time or enmass (like a weapon of mass destruction), but 

these are just a tiny cross section of weapons of this type so in this report I hope to bring you up to 

speed on a much wider range of things which are active in the world today. 

 1  Before attempting to talk about all the systems let me begin with a slightly different view of 

things which is let us begin by presenting the primary goals which are trying to be achieved. 

 1.1  To uniquely identify each and every person as well as their location in x, y, z coordinates 

in the air on the ground and on or under the water in real time all the time. 

 1.2  To record the following information: 

 1.2.1 Every voice call via telephone or internet 

 1.2.2 Every text message 

 1.2.3 Every email 

 1.2.4 Every instant messenger chats 

 1.2.5 The time and physical location if the person as well as the serial numbers of any 

equipment involved. 

 1.2.6 To when and where needed record live audio and video of the person and the 

people around the person by any of the following methods: 

 1.2.6.1 Using the CCTV camera systems put up in various establishments 

(Stores, Restaurants, malls, etc.) 

 1.2.6.2 Using the CCTV camera systems put up at street corners and roadways 

etc. 

 1.2.6.3 And last but not least using the smartphone of the person to capture audio 

and video in real time as well as to record the information for later use. 

 1.3  The next goal is to be able to maintain “precision target lock” on every person 24 hours 

per day 7 days per week. 

 1.3.1  What is meant by “target lock” is to be able to know where the person is within a 

3 inch circle at all times, then depending on the needs of the device in question to 

narrow the target lock to 1/2 inch of any prt of the body of the person. 

 1.3.2  A target lock may be maintained using a number of different methods which are 

now “off the shelf” commercial systems in many cases, and not strictly the domain of 



some multi-billion dollar weapons program. Here are some active examples in your 

daily life that you do not even think about: 

 1.3.2.1  For example if you punch 911 on your cell phone how does the system 

know where to find you and send help ?  The answer is by triangulation: 

 1.3.2.1.1  If you have GPS turned on in your cell phone then the problem is not hard 

read the GPS coordinates to the 911 center. 

 1.3.2.1.2  If you have GPS turned off the telephone company still knows the precise 

location of the cellphone because ay cellphone is talking to at least 3 towers at 

any given instant and each tower knows to the 1/2 inch the distance from the cell 

tower to the phone, therefore using the information from 3 or more towers your 

location is known as well as your speed and direction. 

 2  Now we can talk about the various options which are available for tracking. 

 2.1  As it turns out the “vaccine jab” solves the problem of giving all “jabbed” people a 

unique ID number which is carried in their body for life. 

 2.2  For non “Jabbed” people, the problem is no problem as long as the non-jabbed person 

keeps a cellphone or radio handy.  Why do I say cellphone or radio ? And not just a cell 

phone ? It is because your voice print is unique just like your retinal print or finger print. 

There are some bio-metric identifiers we can not alter because that is how God made us. 

Also to be aware your typing cadence on a cellphone or computer is another solid bio-

metric piece of data to identify you. 

 3  Now we get to the various options of what can be done as well as some practical issues like 

physics and the propagation of radio waves. 

 3.1  Things to know, as the distance doubles between 2 points you need 4 times as much 

power to have the same signal intensity at the receiving site. I bring this to your attention 

because if you are trying to achieve high power levels from space that will require at the 

least a very high pulse power level and a large power supply to achieve a given power level 

at the earth’s surface. 

 3.2  That is in fact why the cell towers of the phone companies are equipped with extra 

things because the distance between a cell tower and a person is much less than from space. 

 3.3  I will however tell you that tracking a person from space which is primarily a listening 

job can easily be accomplished with some limitations. If you want or need to track hundreds 

or thousands of people or even millions, then using the inherent features of the cell phone 

system which is designed for much higher loading factors than space borne systems will 

give the desired results  in real time. Yes i know that something as boring as the cell towers 

does not have the “high drama and flash” that an experimental space  borne system has, but 

I can directly say this: For at least the last 40 years every voice call every fax message every 

text message every email and instant chat messages have been recorded with the physical 

addresses if both ends logged as well as the date and time of all transmissions. 



 3.4  Additionally there are other things built into the cable tv networks to broadcast 300 to 

800 Mhz signals to houses a few feet away from the wires running down the streets of the 

USA. 

 4  It is well known science that you can make a person sick or die using any of the following 

methods: 

 4.1  Radio waves (the exact intensity and frequency and modulation pattern will be defined 

by your exact goals) 

 4.2  Sound waves (again the exact intensity and frequency and modulation pattern will be 

defined by your exact goals) 

 4.3  Also magnetic fields can be used as well but for the most part this type of solution is 

more an energy hog than the other choices. 

 5  Now we will  talk about 4g, 5g, 6g and what is all the hubbub about ? We will take this step by 

step: 

 5.1  First of all a microwave oven (which heats the water molecules to cook the food) uses a 

frequency of 2.4 Ghz which is the frequency which makes water boil and can also cook 

body parts and cause cell damage if the signal intensity is high enough and the cell phone is 

close to your head. Let me explain: 

 5.1.1  At 2.4 Ghz (4g and some wifi systems) if the power level is 100 milliwatts or 

lower then if it is relatively safe but you should still use a headset. 

 5.1.2  At 5g frequencies the penetration power is much lower so to have the same range 

you need higher power. But there are 2 issues: 

 5.1.2.1  First is the fact that bigger power transmissions need bigger batteries. 

 5.1.2.2  Secondly the safety standards do not allow high power transmitting near 

the body. 

 5.1.2.3  So here is what the engineers did. They increased the pulse power to 

watts and 10’s of watts and reduced the pulse time so that they could save battery 

power and also “claim” only 100 miliwatts of average power !!! I hate to say it so 

bluntly but doing that causes more cell damage than anyone wants to admit 

 5.1.3  6g will be 4x higher pulse power than 5g (on the average), thus the danger 

increases as well. 

 6  All of the above methods can be used for a wide range of things: 

 6.1  Kill you slowly or rapidly 

 6.2  Cause your body to malfunction in many many ways 

 6.3  Using the correct combination of things can program you using  sublimation techniques. 

 



 7  What is the answer in all this ? Turn to Jesus and ask his protection and never assume that the 

government and phone companies truly have your best interests at heart because the phone 

companies exist to get your money and provide communications service to you, safety is a 

secondary detail. The government exists to control you and pull as much tax money as they can 

from each person. 

 Science Guy 


